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It's hard to sum up a book review about rigidly and logically surmised economic text book from flash smattering, albeit, here left some opinion(s) as a social scientist.
	Following to the other onerous works of the U.S. economists, as of Mankwi's, Burnanke's(it's the most efflorescent version), Krugman's, and other else, this author tried to elucidate how to apply deductive reasonings from various economic hypothesis, with explanation(s) about invaluable econometric assumptions (you know law of marginal production rate and inflation index), referring to empirical market activities and data around us in Korea.
	Compared to Bongwook Lim's Micro economics text book, this version seems closer to rather macro economics. If those who are familiar with Mankwi's or Burnenke's macro-economics, which are abridged in very succinct way, are reading this book, they may feel some perplex from his developing assertion from each side equations to changes of vectors, maybe or maybe not for the luster of his Keynsian milieu when dealing with economic phenomenon.
	The several most referable points in this book are, though I'd independently studied econommetrics for years, first, even though I'm a pessimist to apply Cobb-Dugglas functions to open system environment, because of its conjecture from Young's theorem, which is smoothing or disregarding mathematical trade-offs from twice differential handling, in regard to ij variable array, his lucid corollaries and table gross which also recommend minimal usage of its derived slopes in order to lexicographically tell cubic performance translation on spatial geometry, both on consumer side and on supplier(producer) side.
So persuasive is the bordered Hessian corollary which even suppress all the rest of ij minus 2 multivariate array, presupposedly granting a more than the 3rd degree equation diversion scenario (conversion cf.) of any given application on a cubic geometry, that its resultant proposition of La Grange equilibrium and bordered Hessian theorem from demand quantity, a kind of modulation function indeed, subsequently provide very interesting economic assumption as one sort of examplar deductive reasonings, like non-parametric statistics function derived from deferential of pi variant in Statistics (Gupta's cf.), or readers can regard its development to another mathematical beauty from Black-Showls theorem or Littles's law (MRP throughput cf.) in Business management. Ahead of function applications, as his effort on economic conceptions, for example, economic monocity: a thicker book batters off a smaller one and heavier iron ore betters off lighter one, Ceteris paribus, are well balanced thru all pages, as his previous book, ‘Market and Government’.
In addition, the part, provision of consumer theory and welfare economics are mediocre but reasonable development.
	It is for his Keynsian belief that Gov. should intervene a market to some extent, esp. with feasible tools, for example, disbanning of daily car driving restriction, application of price policy to street smokers, and lagging measurement on housing market performance (Wallace cf.) etc. to attain the goal, commonwealth, and this book also greatly show his conviction on market system.
	Somewhat arguable point, if possible, stems from its demand quantity assumption from linearity of complement isoquant(s), though information economics generally treat this conjecture as only a class room subject.
What I hope to recommend is about its provision of Nash equilibrium. Each Nash equlibria may exist outside of trade-off array, if its complement condition be nullified so that I expected another fresh explanation, without regard to prisoners' dilemma, like setting multi-goals in a ‘must-do project’: A--.


PS.
Initially, I intended to mention ‘Damodar Gujarati’, here inconspicuously referred to ‘Gupta’.

